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INTRODUCTION 
The Educational Effect of Camp Experience 
Introduction 
Claims have been advanced by directors and authorities 
that the summer camp should be considered an educational as 
well as a recreational agent. The writer has been connected 
with summer camps in an administrative capacity for the past 
eighteen years and thus became interested in finding out 
whether such claims could be substantiated. 
This study therefore, resolves itself around the prob¬ 
lem,- Does camp experience have an educational value? By 
the term educational value I mean anything that contributes 
to the development of traits, interests and abilities, 
through experience, which will enable a person to take his 
place in society as a happy, trustworthy, and efficient citi¬ 
zen. 
One of the best known definitions of education was given 
by Milton when he said, rrI call therefore a complete and gen¬ 
erous education that which fits a man to perform justly, 
skillfully, and magnanimously all the offices both private 
and public of peace and war”. 
John Dewey speaks of education as ,TTraining individuals 
through experience to be good members of society”. 
Using such definitions as a guide, the writer attempted 
to work out a questionnaire-* which would evaluate as nearly 
as possible the gains made at camps in the development of 
-*(3ee Appendix A) 
traits, interests, and abilities helpful in fitting the 
child for social participation in our changing society. 
As education should be a continuing process that per¬ 
sists throughout a person1s life, this study will be devoted 
to that part of education which pertains to the establishment 
and development of interests, traits and attitudes considered 
conducive to successful living. It will in no way be the sum 
total of the campers’ educational accomplishments, but rather 
a collection of data indicating positive progress towards the 
attainment of these desirable ends. 
Before the advent of the camping movement the home, 
church, and school were considered the chief educational in¬ 
fluences in the child’s life. The industrialization of our 
American economic life created problems in the educational 
world and the above three agencies were compelled to alter 
their routine and methods of procedure. The shifting of the 
population from the rural districts to the urban communities, 
the increase of school enrollments, the apartment house, the 
lack of recreational facilities and the diminution in the 
size of families are but a few of the social changes that 
accompanied the economic changes. Because of these conditions 
the camp idea developed and flourished and is now recognized 
as an American institution. 
In general there are two kinds of camps, the institu¬ 
tional camp organized as a non-profit enterprise and the 
private camp run by individuals or corporations on a profit 
making basis. The institutional camp is well represented 
by such organizations as the Boy and Girl Scouts, Y. M. and 
Y. W. G. A.’s, Y. Vv. H. A., various church camps, and wel¬ 
fare and health camps like those maintained by Life1s fresh 
air fund to provide free vacations in the country for needy 
city children. The policies of the institutional camps are 
usually determined by committees which may or may not change 
from year to year. In the private camps, many of which can 
be found in the Sargent hand book of camps, the owners or 
directors formulate the policies. While this enables them 
to develop a continuity of policy from year to year, it also 
means the degree of success achieved by a private camp will 
depend largely upon the calibre of the director. 
At first the camp was considered a splendid medium for 
a vacation from the rigors of city life and the tedium of the 
school year. Gradually, however, the camp directors main¬ 
tained that in addition to a recreational value, camping pos¬ 
sessed educational and character value as well. Today there 
is a sizeable bibliography* of such works asserting to the 
educational values of camping. To determine whether theory 
can be substantiated by evidence is the purpose of this the¬ 
sis . 
To strengthen the emphasis, reiteration is made that 
this study is of the positive effects of canping, and is in 
no way a comparison with the educational effects achieved by 
the home, church, and school. 
*(See Appendix B) 
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3etween 1921 and 1938 I have been the athletic di¬ 
rector of three different camps, one institutional camp 
and two private camps. Seventeen of my eighteen years 
have been in private camps so for this reason I have de¬ 
cided to limit my study to private camps only. 
In order to reach a conclusion a presentation of the 
views and objectives advanced by camp directors will be 
made. These will be compared with the results of a ques¬ 
tionnaire prepared and sent to the parents of campers, to¬ 
gether with whatever comments they wish to make on the edu¬ 
cational effect of camp experience. 
CHAPTER I 
PROCEDURE 
PROCEDURE 
As it is difficult to get direct evidence of camper 
reaction through tests and personal observation, this study 
is based on the replies of interested persons, namely, the 
parents. To encourage frank answers, the questionnaires did 
not require the parents’ signatures or names of the camps 
attended. In some cases no doubt, the replies were influ¬ 
enced by the attitudes of the parents toward camps as well 
as toward their own children, lenient in some cases and 
critical in other cases. As he has one of his own, the 
writer appreciates how difficult it is to measure your own 
child. 
Both boys and girls were studied and it was thought ad¬ 
visable to set a minimum age limit and a minimum period of 
camping experience. This was done to study campers whose 
behavior characteristics were fairly well defined and who 
could be observed over a period sufficiently long enough to 
aid their parents in making an intelligent evaluation. 
The type of camper to be studied was one twelve years 
of age or older, with at least two full seasons of experience 
at a private camp. In this case, a private camp is one not 
associated with some institution or organization or a summer 
cottage. It Is a camp where the personnel remains constant 
and Identical throughout the eight week or two-month season. 
In order to secure responses from parents whose testi¬ 
mony was reliable, it was first necessary to select a list 
of camps where such a group would most likely send their 
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children. A careful check was made in the 1935 edition of 
the Sargent Hand book of Summer Camps. In it were found 
camps that were established for a period sufficiently long to 
have developed a satisfactory program. The length of time 
necessary in which to develop a program is debatable, no doubt 
a very adequate program can be developed in a new camp the 
first year, and after two or three years very satisfactory 
results may accrue. But it is my belief, a camp program 
isn’t fully established until a staff has been developed that 
has received its experience or additional experience at that 
particular camp. They have had an opportunity to weigh and 
balance the camp program, to become aware of and know each 
others’ capabilities, and to develop the type or program they 
believe important to the needs of their particular campers. 
Another consideration taken was the enrollment fee. The 
idea was not to be snobbish, but to select camps in #ilch the 
program could be developeo. without tne handicap O-i. ouuget 
limitations. 
A group of eleven boys’ camps and eleven girls’ camps 
were finally decided upon. The average number of years these 
camps were established was twenty-±ive• The average fee for 
boys ’ camps was p290. and for girls’ camps -,315. 
To each of the twenty-two camp directors, the following 
letter was sent, together "with a sample copy of the question¬ 
naire : 
-9- 
June 16th, 1938 
The enclosed questionnaire has been prepared by Ralph 
A. Stout, a member of the faculty of Technical High School 
of Springfield, Mass, 
The information secured is to be used in writing a the¬ 
sis for a Master’s degree at Massachusetts State College, 
Amherst, Mass, 
Plans have been made to send out three hundred copies to 
parents suggested by the directors of ten girls’ camps and 
ten boys’ camps. In order to make the study valuable, a 
representative list of parents is needed. Will you please 
send in the enclosed self-addressed envelope, the names and 
addresses of fifteen parents to whom the questionnaire can 
be sent? It is hoped that the list will be of parents of 
campers who are twelve years of age or older with at least 
two years of camp experience. 
Camp names will not be mentioned in the thesis. Your 
cooperation in this study will be appreciated. 
Sincerely yours. 
Of the twenty-two camp directors to whom this letter was 
sent, six replies were received. Two of these were favorable 
replies with the lists of the parents requested. One of 
their letters contained the following paragraph: 
r,I do hope the responses will be of interest to you 
and that you are successful in giving us all an interesting 
data on that subject. It should be of interest to all camp 
directors”. 
-10- 
Another camp director wrote: 
nI was very much interested in your letter of June 16 
telling about your proposed thesis on "Educational Effects 
of Camp Experience” and I can assure you of my whole-hearted 
cooperation. 
It is against our policy, however, to send out lists of 
names of our campers and I do not feel that I can make an 
exception in this instance. If you will send me the copies 
of the questionnaires and the addressed envelopes, I shall 
be glad to have them sent to some of the parents of our boys. 
The questionnaires will be returned direct to you, without 
coming into our hands. 
If this arrangement meets with your approval, I shall be 
glad to follow it through for you.” 
From this letter I learned of the reticence on the part 
of camp directors to permit their camp lists to get out of 
their hands, and used the method he suggested in securing 
most of the other replies which came through camp directors. 
Of the six replies, three enabled me to distribute forty- 
five questionnaires. The other three replies were definitely 
Noi The following are excerpts from their letters: 
"Frankly,, my feelings are these: That we as camp di¬ 
rectors have to bother our parents so frequently with re¬ 
quests for information of one sort or another that I just 
cannot see sending them a questionnaire. I feel that some 
of them would consider our giving out of names and addresses 
-11- 
a very bad policy.M 
!fIt is a-policy of some years standing not to 
disturb our parents by sending them any data of this kind. 
V;e are therefore returning your material. 
You will appreciate our position, I know, because if 
tais oecome a practice it would cause some inconvenience.” 
frI am distressed to say that I cannot help you in your 
study. I feel very hesitant to give you names of parents 
wno will have to take time to fill out all these questions. 
I hope you will find others who will seem more gracious 
than I seem to be. Perhaps I am not fair in not giving some 
of my very devoted camp parents these excellent questions 
that you are asking. Yet questionnaires have become very 
elaborate and in our very busy lives take so much time and 
thought that I greatly hesitate to inflict more question¬ 
naires on busy parents or parents who have earned a time of 
rest and recreation through the coming two months.” 
Prom the other sixteen letters to camp directors, I re¬ 
ceived no acknowledgment whatsoever. 
While at camp the following follow up letter was writ¬ 
ten to seven of these sixteen, because my own camp director 
knew them personally: 
-12- 
July 16, 1938. 
Dear-, 
While discussing the proposed thesis on the ffEducation¬ 
al Effects of Gamp Experience”, with Mr. Frederick L. Guggen- 
heimer, the director of Camp Winnebago, he suggested that 
I write to you again relative to securing names of parents 
to whom the questionnaire can be sent. 
During the past sixteen years, my experience as his 
athletic director has influenced the selection of the above 
thesis. Mr. Guggenheimer is greatly interested in this 
study and considers it a worth-while project from an educa¬ 
tional viewpoint. Needless to say, there are no other in¬ 
terests involved and no subsequent solicitations of any kind 
will be made to parents. 
In lieu of sending the names of parents to me, I could 
send the fifteen questionnaires, together with the necessary 
stamped envelopes, to your camp where they could be directed 
by your secretary. 
This letter netted one reply which was favorable. 
---Mr. Frederick L. Guggenheimer was at one time President of 
New York Section of the American Camp Directors Association, 
ex Editor of the Camping Magazine, the Official Journal of 
the American Camping Association, inc., and is at present one 
of the Directors of the American Camping Association and of 
the New York Section of the American Camping Association. 
-13- 
Through the efforts of friends working in other private 
camps and personal acquaintance with other camp directors, I 
was able to distribute 117 more questionnaires. 
On July 27th, 1938, the Maine Camp Directors held their 
annual conference at the State House in Augusta, Maine. Pre¬ 
vious to that time, I had an interview with Mr. Everet F. 
Greaton, of the Maine Development Commission, who was in 
charge of the affair. Through his cooperation, I was pro¬ 
vided with a list of the directors who expected to attend. 
At this meeting, Mr. Guggenheimer introduced me to a number 
of the directors whom he knew personally. As a result of 
this conference, arrangements were made to distribute 112 more 
questionnaires, by sending the material to the respective 
camps from which they would be directed. One director how¬ 
ever, in September, returned his fifteen with this state¬ 
ment, "After consideration, I have decided that I would rather 
not send these out to our parents," 
By the end of the summer there were 259 questionnaires 
distributed or in the process thereof- 105 to the parents of 
boys and 154 to the parents of girls. 
From these 259 questionnaires there were 67 replies, 22 
for boys and 45 for girls. 
As this number was not sufficient for a study of this 
type, other means had to be employed to get these question¬ 
naires in the hands of the parents of campers. Because this 
. was an educational study and not a commercial enterprise. 
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permission was granted by the Assistant Superintendent of the 
Springfield schools, Mr. Harry B. Marsh, to secure the names 
of pupils in the Technical High and Classical High schools, 
who coLild meet the necessary requirements of type and amount 
of camp experience. This same privilege was accorded me by 
Superintendent Ballard Remy of the Longmeadow schools. From 
these sources, 89 names of parents were secured and to whom 
the questionnaires and a stamped self-addressed envelope were 
delivered in person. In this way 51 more questionnaires, 34 
boys and 17 girls, were secured and when added to the 67 re¬ 
turned through the camp directors totaled 118, 56 for boys 
and 62 for girls. 
It is upon the findings of these questionnaires that the 
writer has based his conclusions as to the educational value 
of camp experience. 
CHAPTER II 
THE EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS OF CAMP EXPERIENCE ACCORDING 
TO CAMP DIRECTORS 
-15- 
1* "A worthwhile camp will have definite objectives 
and ideals, toward which every phase of camp life will be 
directed. These objectives should include health giving, 
nature acquaintance, wholesome fun, social adjustment, self- 
reliance, joy of achievement, leadership training, altruis¬ 
tic service, religious worship, and character making." 
Basic Standards for Organized Summer Camps. 
These standards were adopted by the New England Branch 
of the National Association of Directors of Girls’ camps in 
May 1923. In 1924 they consolidated with the Camp Direc¬ 
tors’ Association. 
Paragraph 1b1 of Article III. 
2. "We believe that the good camp measures its loca¬ 
tion, its equipment, personal relationships, and program in 
terms of character. It consciously and unconsciously de¬ 
velops In its campers the great fundamental virtues, such 
as: obedience to law for the good of the whole, resource¬ 
fulness, loyalty, tolerance, generosity, a desire to serve, 
leadership; in short, just the qualities most needed for 
good citizenship." 
3. "Just to what extent the habits and attitudes ac¬ 
quired at camp carry over into the home society on the 
camper’s return is, of course, very difficult to say or to 
ascertain. Of course, on his return he tends to take on 
lT Camp Management, H"."W. Gibson, page 6 
2. Camp Management, II. W. Gibson, page 32 
3. Camping and Education, Bernard S. Mason, pages 18-20 
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the ways of the home society again. But his reaction to 
the home and neighborhood environment is different because 
of his experience at camp; he is toned, conditioned, pre¬ 
disposed by the camp experience. That there is much, very 
much ftcarry over", especially if the two environments are 
not too radically different, seems a safe conclusion. One 
is constantly so impressed in*reading the winter correspond¬ 
ence from the parents of campers.” 
”Now, when we consider the tremendous imitative capa¬ 
city of boys and girls, and realize that the ways, customs, 
traditions which prevail in the camp are taken home incor¬ 
porated to a greater or less degree in the personality of 
every camper, we begin to comprehend the vastness of the 
social potentialities of camping. I can think of no place 
outside the family where imitation harmonizing with group 
customs and ideals can affect character so profoundly as in 
the intimate contacts of camp, which is an isolated harmo¬ 
niously society, lived-in day and night for eight weeks. To 
spend a summer with wholesome campers, in a group with worthy 
traditions, and associated with counselors of culture and 
idealism, is sociologically one of the finest experiences 
that can come into the life of any girl or boy. Likewise, 
immeasurable damage to finer sensibilities, attitudes, mo¬ 
tives, habits, can result and does result here and there in 
the camping field, when leadership is unworthy and campers 
not carefully picked.” 
-18- 
6. 11 What results may you expect of a camp? Well, don't 
expect too much the first year. The second and third years 
will tell more. However, there are some results which you 
have a right to look for, to some extent, even the first year. 
Here are a few: 
Greater ease and friendliness with others 
Increased alertness 
A greater willingness to share duties around the house, 
to help others 
A stronger sense of self-reliance, initiative, and re¬ 
sourcefulness, and a greater confidence in taking 
care of himself under all sorts of conditions and 
emergencies. 
A more appreciative attitude in general 
More thorough acquaintance with nature 
More consideration of feelings and welfare of playmates 
If, after camp, you observe even 25% of the above results 
in your child it will have been worth while.” 
7. 11 Its most important opportunity is a training in 
friendship, cooperation, and independence-that camping Is 
an essential step in education, especially along the line of 
social virtue and citizenship.” 
8. The Place of the Organized Camp in the Field of Edu¬ 
cation 
”The concept of education which we accept as a basis 
oT"~?3uestions to Ask About a Camp, Fred A. Lasch, Parents 
Magazine, April 1938 
7. A Gamp Study, Henry 3. Curtis, American Physical Educa¬ 
tion Association Quarterly, May 1936 
8. Report of the Committee of the New York Section Camp Di¬ 
rectors' Association National Convention, March 1929 
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for this report is of a continuing process, whereby the in¬ 
dividual is led on by interest from one experience to an¬ 
other in such a way that he acquires the knowledge, skill, 
habits and appreciation which will mean the greatest en¬ 
richment of his life. But more than that, education must 
so develop the individual that he shall be able to adjust him¬ 
self to the social order in which he must live and operate." 
"For two months in the summer, the Camp takes on the 
responsibilties which the home, school and church have for 
the other ten months of the year. The Camp assumes the func¬ 
tion of the home in the care of the physical and social well¬ 
being of the child; of the school, in the development of his 
mental processes; of the church, in the awakening and develop¬ 
ment of his emotional and spiritual life." 
"The essential functions of the Camp are education for: 
1. Physical health (not included in this study) 
2. Emotional integration 
3. An understanding of primitive processes 
4. Enlightened social participation 
5. The acquisition of tastes and appreciations, 
and 
■ 
6. Spiritual growth." 
"Emotional integration might be described as that de¬ 
velopment of and balance between the emotions which make for 
a realistic adaptation to the environment, yielding the max¬ 
imum satisfaction to the individual while maintaining him as 
a social asset. The lack of emotional integration among 
-20- 
campers is suggested by: shyness and lack of confidence, 
stereotyped behavior with lack of creative impulse, over¬ 
eagerness to please, whining, bragging and grandstand style, 
defiance of authority, listlessness and laziness, nervous ex¬ 
plosive reaction, dishonesty, bullying, habit of not finish¬ 
ing what is started, untidiness, and lack of respect for 
property as the handiwork of craftsmen." 
"Understanding Primitive Processes - The process of 
giving a better appreciation of the effort required to se¬ 
cure the elemental necessities of food, shelter and clothing. 
To get them to sense the intricate and laborious steps by 
which the things we use are produced. The camper learns to 
take care of his own belongings, clothing, equipment and liv¬ 
ing quarters; helping with chores; love of animals and con¬ 
structing and repairing personal property. The Camp gives to 
its boys and girls a knowledge and understanding of the pro¬ 
cesses which make their world what it is, equips them with 
skill and experience to be self reliant members of the world." 
"Enlightened Social Participation - There is, we believe, 
no more important task for the Camp to perform than to help 
our boys and girls to learn so to live as to be able to take 
their place in the world as optimistic, socially minded men 
and women. Camp encourages, unselfishness, fairplay, good- 
sportsmanship, social contact with adults (counselors and di¬ 
rectors), and individual responsibility to the group." 
-21- 
MDeveloping Deep, Worthy and Continuing Interests - The 
number and variety of the child’s Interests constitute Im¬ 
portant criteria in measuring his education. The bent of 
his life is largely determined by the strength and enduring 
quality of his interests.” 
”Education for Spiritual Growth - Freedom to exercise 
the power of choice is essential to the building of character 
The camp which aims to give to its members a sense of Spirit¬ 
ual values, an impulse toward Spiritual growth, must regard 
indoctrination as the anthesis of freedom. The camp direc¬ 
tor will leave to the home and church the teaching of the 
specific religious faith approved by the parents, and will 
concern himself with the development of such fundamental qual 
ities as will enrich the inner lives of those in his charge, 
e. g. sensitiveness to beauty, relief from tension, appre¬ 
ciating marvels of nature, alone-ness without loneliness, rev 
erence for elemental things, openmindedness, tolerance of in¬ 
dividuals who differ, reverence for what is fine in individ¬ 
uals and things, and happiness.” 
’’That Camp is education for Spiritual growth whose mem¬ 
bers live in an atmosphere of vitalized beauty, where, from 
periods of contemplation the value of alone-ness and silence 
are learned, and where the fund of spirituality within each 
individual, that inner wealth which makes creative activity 
-22- 
possiblo, is being constantly enriched by association with 
rich personalities." 
Anna W. Goale 
Agatha Deming 
E. K. Fretwell 
Frederick L. Guggenheimer, Ex Officio 
Fay Welch 
Ralph G. Hill, Chairman 
CHAPTER III 
THE EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS OF CAMP EXPERIENCE 
ACCORDING TO PARENTS OF CAMPERS WITH 
OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE WRITER 
PRESENTATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE STATISTICS 
These results are the parents’ evaluations of 
the camping experience of 
62 girls averaging 14,2 years of age with 3.9 years of camp 
experience 
56 boys averaging 14.6 years of age with 4.6 years of camp 
experience 
118 girls and boys 
averaging 14.3 years of age with 4.2 years of camp 
experience 
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Reliability Group 
The first glance at the Reliability Chart reveals a lack 
ol startling differences between the records made by the girls 
and tnose made by the boys. With the exception of the first 
two, all the rest of the items are consistent in that both the 
girls ana boys have more checks in the slight degree columns 
and less in the marked degree columns, or else less in the 
slight column and more in the marked columns of the same items. 
The first two items, #1 nBeing prompt in appearing for meals” 
and #2 ”Being prompt in meeting appointmentstf are so well bal¬ 
anced that little need be said unless to mention that the boys 
were slightly more benefited than the girls as far as prompt¬ 
ness is concerned. y5 ”Taking care of personal belongingsTf 
(Dicycle, tennis racquet, etc.) has been influenced in more 
girls than boys but in the majority of cases only to a slight 
degree, whereas #4 tT Re turning home at stipulated times” has 
been influenced in more boys than girls but again, in the 
greater number of cases only to a slight extent. 
#5 rfUsing money intelligently” and #6 Respecting the prop¬ 
erty oT others” (brother’s, sister’s, parent’s, neighbor’s, 
outsider’s, and public’s) have been definitely influenced in 
a few campers by camp life to a marked degree in nearly two 
out of three cases where these items are checked. The check¬ 
ing system used at most camps and the close community life ex¬ 
periences during the summer may have influenced these respective 
items. 
Perhaps the children of camp age have not as great an 
-27- 
opportunity to express themselves on things pertaining to 
item #7 T!Falling in with family plans” (time of meals, pic¬ 
nics, trips) and this may account for the few times this item 
expressing a form of cooperation was checked by parents, al¬ 
though the marked columns received more checks than the slight 
degree columns, There evidently were more chances of coopera¬ 
tion as suggested in $8 ”Participation in home duties - cooper¬ 
ating” (care of room, helping with dishes, chores) for it re¬ 
ceived sixteen more checks than the item proceeding it, and 
again the marked degree columns were favored by the parents. 
The questionnaire requested parents to check the three 
items which they considered the most important in order of 
rank. Only one out of every five parents complied with this 
request so that not a great deal of significance may be at¬ 
tached to the column designating their opinions. It is in¬ 
teresting, however, to note that item #9 ”Showing willingness 
to take responsibility” (returning library books, delivering 
messages, mailing letters, answering telephone) has been se¬ 
lected by those parents as the most desirable trait to be in¬ 
fluenced in this group. This item was checked on 62 of the 
118 questionnaires in the slight or marked degree column, 
$10 ”Budgeting time successfully” received the smallest 
number of checks in the Reliability Group, with over 70/o of 
them in the slight degree column. 
The second choice of the parents went to item $11 Becom¬ 
ing aware of civic responsibility” (observance of law) and 40 
-28- 
of them had this wish realized to a marked degree and 20 
parents signified that camp had helped their children to a 
slight degree. 
The last item #12 tf Re cognizing dangerous hazards” (fire, 
water, height, roads) came in for a great deal of attention 
by the fathers and mothers of campers. It received more checks 
than any other item in this group with more than 3 out of 
every 4 parents who checked this item of the opinion that 
their children were influenced to a marked degree by camping 
experience. During this era when Safety Education and infor¬ 
mation for child and adult, pedestrian and motorist are being 
so widely disseminated, the camp directors should be well 
pleased with the rating given to it. 
In general, when a comparison is made to see whether the 
girls or boys received greater benefits frcm camping exper¬ 
ience in this group, the margin is ever so slight. In item 
#3 the girls’ records show up a trifle better than the boys’ 
records, but this is offset by item #4 in which the balance 
is in favor of the boys. 
When the totals of the items checked in the slight degree 
columns of the boys and girls against those in the marked de¬ 
gree columns, it can be seen that a few more boys and girls 
were influenced to a marked degree than were those helped to 
a slight degree. 
As has already been mentioned before, #12 received more 
-29- 
total checks than any of the rest of the Items 
liability Group with #8 and #3, in second and 
respectively. 
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Social Relationships 
The first significant observation in viewing this group 
is the fact that in all items more boys and girls were in¬ 
fluenced to a marked degree than were affected to a slight 
degree. The parents rated the first item £l ”Having con¬ 
genial relations wlth children of own age - Also brotners 
and sisters” as the most important in this group. This item 
leads in the number of check marks given by parents; three 
out of four girls’ parents and three out of five boys' par¬ 
ents of those checking this item placed the vote in the 
marked degree column. 
Item #2 "Showing proper respect toward adults” had very 
little variation in the columns of the girls and boys. Per¬ 
haps -j£4 ” Re spec ting parents ” should be considered at the same 
time as #2, for they are essentially alike in character. 
Whether or not some of the youngsters possessed these traits 
previous to camp attendance, these figures, nevertheless, snow 
that the camper-counselor relationships of camp life are pro¬ 
ducing results. They are important results too, if we can ac¬ 
cept the decision of the parents who have rated respect to¬ 
ward adults second only to item #1 in desirability. 
A very likely reason why Item -jfZ> Snowing consic.^rstion 
for servants or people in suborcimate posi11ons recelved 
the least attention is the fact tnat on many of hi© retuined 
questionnaires, the notation was mane tnat they did not nave 
servants. 
-32- 
#5 ’’Being able to take part in conversation” was second 
in the ranking of this group with the girls having a slight¬ 
ly better record than the boys. No doubt many a camper re¬ 
ceived practice in this art through the conversations held 
in their bunks after taps, using hushed tones so that the 
counselor in charge would not accuse them of disturbing the 
rest of the camp. It is so easy to talk in the dark and 
countless philosophers and near-philosophers have expounded 
deep and long in the sheltering protection of their blankets, 
accompanied by a symphony orchestra composed of frogs and 
crickets and an occasional owl or whippoorwill. 
Again in #6 ’’Developing social judgement”the girls pre¬ 
sent a slightly better record than the boys. Over half of 
all Questionnaires had this item checked in one of the two 
columns. 
In this group, #7 ’’Developing leadership ability” was 
ranked third in the opinion of the parents as to oesiraoil- 
ity and also third in the frequency it was influenced by 
camp. It is interesting to note that #7 received more checks 
in the total marked columns of the girls and boys than any 
other Item in this group. 
That camp experience provides new interests is well at- 
tested by the number of checks given to #8 "Finding friends 
through new interests" and prove valuable social weapons 
during the rest of the year. 
Item #9 ’’Exhibiting good personal habits” (cleanliness. 
-33- 
teeth, appearance, care of clothes) received checks from 
62 of the 118 parents. Many children may not have needed 
the camp influence or else this influence was paraded for 
a fey/ days at home and then put away until the next camp¬ 
ing season. In my opinion, the bunk counselor is the im¬ 
portant factor in the camper’s development along this line. 
If the totals of the girls’ checks for all items in 
the slight and marked columns are compared with those of 
the boys it shows that the girls have received a bit more 
social influence than the boys. 
The total of all checks for all Items of both boys 
and girls in the marked degree columns is over twice the 
number recorded, in the slight degree columns. 
The order of frequency in which the leaders of this 
group were checked were #1, #5, and jfl respectively. 
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Emotional Stability 
As in the Social Relationship group, the records of 
this Emotional Stability group show that the item the par¬ 
ents considered the most important #1 MDeveloping good sports¬ 
mans hipn , also received the greatest number of checks in this 
group and also received the highest total for the marked 
columns of girls and boys in the entire questionnaire. 
Item #5 "Developing poise” was ranked second in impor¬ 
tance by the parents and it too received the second highest 
number of checks from them. Items #1 and #5 already men¬ 
tioned and #2 11 Over coming shyne ss” were rated very high with 
very little difference when the number of checks given them 
is considered. #3 ”Maintalning self-control”, #10 Appre¬ 
ciating nature”, and #12 ”Reacting favorably to unsatisfac¬ 
tory conditions” also show very little variation in the amount 
they were influenced by camping. 
Slightly less and following in close order were #4 "Beinj 
unselfish, sharing”, #6 "Creating a_ happy disposition”, #7 
”Showing cour tes?/”, and #8 "Developing loyalty” . 
Evidently camp experience had very little influence in 
developing item #11 "Being truthful” and #9 "Aiding spirit¬ 
ual development”. V;hether these items need influencing in 
the camper cannot be determined from these data. 
In general the returns on all the Items are consistent 
w 
in that both the girls and boys have more checks in the slight 
degree columns and less in the marked degree columns, or else 
less In the slight columns and more in the marked columns of 
-36- 
the same items with the possible exception of #9. 
There are only two differences between the records of 
the girls and boys that stand out with any degree of sharp¬ 
ness. In #5 developing Poiself was noted more by girls’ 
parents, while #10 rtAppreciating Nature” was checked more 
frequently by the boys’ parents. Again in this group the 
total checks in the marked degree columns of the boys and 
girls is much greater than that of the slight columns. 
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Constitutional Nervous Stability 
Item #8 "Improving in self-reliance” leads this group 
in total number of checks in the girls’ and boys’ columns. 
It is also the item which the parents considered most im¬ 
portant to have developed. #6 "Increasing range of interest 
and #2 "Entertaining self” were uniformly high in develop¬ 
ment according to the parents che-cks. From the totals of 
the girls’ columns it appears that girls extend £6 "Contin¬ 
uing interests found at camp” to their leisure time at home 
more than the boys do, although the difference is mainly in 
the slight degree columns. 
Well down in the scale were #4 MAnticipating own needs 
#5 "Showing consideration of animals and pets", and #1 "Com¬ 
pleting a task". #7 "Concentrating better" shares the dis¬ 
tinction with #11 "Being truthful" in the Emotional £_taoil- 
ity group of being not only at the bottom of their respec- 
but also last in the entire Questionnaire. tive groups. 
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General Summary of Totals of Items Checked 
by Groups and by Columns 
The items in the Reliability group received proportion¬ 
ately the smallest number of checks. This may be explained 
to some extent by the frequent parental notations on the 
questionnaire to the effect that their children were reliable 
and needed no encouragement along this line from camp life. 
In spite of this, there was an average of 6 out of 12 items 
(50%) checked per questionnaire, many of which however, ap¬ 
peared in the slight columns. 
The Social Relationship group polled the grestest number 
of checks of any group averaging 5.3 items out of 9 (59%) for 
each questionnaire, of which two-thirds were in the marked 
degree columns. These figures well demonstrate that the sum¬ 
mer camp experience has a valuable social influence on the 
camper, which enables him to fulfill the demands of society 
more easily. 
Running a close second to Social Relationships was the 
Emotional Stability group with an average of 7 out of 12 (53%) 
items checked per questionnaire. 
The Constitutional Nervous Stability group included some 
items which are not too well developed in many adults. The 
campers averaged 4.3 items checked out of 8 (53%) for each 
questionnaire. 
The average girl’s questionnaire had scattered through 
the four groups; 22 items checked with 8.6 items in the slight 
degree column, and 13.4 items checked in the marked degree 
column. 
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The average boy’s questionnaire had scattered through 
the four groups; 23.2 items checked with 9 items checked in 
the slight degree column, and 14.2 items checked in the 
marked degree column. 
The average questionnaire of the entire group had 55/£ of 
the items checked. 
A comparison of these observations shows that the aver¬ 
age boy’s questionnaire had 1 plus more items checked than 
the average girl’s questionnaire. Since the margin is so 
slight, it is safe to assume that both the girls’ camps and 
the boys’ camps are succeeding to practically the same degree 
in influencing their campers along the educational lines sug¬ 
gested in the questionnaire. 
CHART #6 - RANK OF ITEMS CHECKED FOR GIRLS IN 
MARKED AND SLIGHT DEGREE COLUMNS 
NUMBER PERCENT OF 
OF QUESTION- 
CHECKS NAIRES 
CHECKED 
1. Having congenial relations with 
children of own age 
2. Developing poise 
3. Developing good sportsmanship 
4. Being able to take part in conversation 
5. Overcoming shyness 
6. Finding friends through new interests 
7. Developing leadership ability 
3. Improving in self-reliance 
9. Continuing interests found at camp 
10. Taking care of personal belongings 
11. Entertaining self 
12. Participating in home duties - 
cooperating 
13. Reacting favorably to unsatisfactory 
conditions 
14. Recognizing dangerous hazards 
15. Developing social judgement 
16. Maintaining self-control 
17. Increasing range of interest 
13. Creating a happy disposition 
19. Showing courtesy 
20. Developing loyalty 
21. Showing proper respect toward adults 
22. Exhibiting good personal habits 
23. Being unselfish-sharing 
24. Appreciating nature 
25. Showing consideration of animals and 
pets 
26. Anticipating own needs 
27. Showing willingness to taxe responsi¬ 
bility 
28. Becoming aware of civic responsioilit^, 
29. Respecting parents 
30. Showing consideration for servants or 
people in subordinate positions 
31. Aiding Spiritual development 
32. Respecting the property of others 
33. Completing a task 
34. Concentrating better 
35. Being prompt in appearing for meals 
36. Being prompt in meeting appointments 
37. Falling in with family plans 
38. Being truthful 
39. Using money intelligently 
40. Returning home at stipulated times 
41. Budgeting time successfully 
49 79.0 
49 79.0 
47 75.8 
45 72.6 
45 72.6 
41 66.1 
40 64.5 
40 64.5 
39 62.9 
33 61.1 
38 61.1 
37 59.6 
37 59.6 
36 53.0 
36 58.0 
36 58.0 
36 53.0 
35 56.4 
34 54.8 
34 54.8 
33 53.2 
32 51.6 
32 51.6 
32 51.6 
32 51.6 
30 48.3 
29 46.7 
28 45.1 
28 45.1 
27 43.5 
27 43.5 
26 41.9 
26 41.9 
26 41.9 
25 40.3 
25 40.3 
25 40.3 
24 38.7 
24 38.7 
22 35.4 
22 35.4 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
23. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
33. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
CHART #7 - RANK OF ITEMS CHECKED FOR BOYS IN 
MARKED AND SLIGHT DEGREE COLUMNS 
NUMBER 
OF 
CHECKS 
PERCENT OF 
QUESTION¬ 
NAIRES 
CHECKED 
Developing good sportsmanship 
Appreciating nature 
Recognizing dangerous hazards 
Having congenial relations with 
children of own age 
Developing leadership ability 
Overcoming shyness 
Improving in self-reliance 
Being able to take part in conversatior 
Developing poise 
Maintaining self-control 
Increasing range of interest 
Finding friends through new interests 
Reacting favorably to unsatisfactory 
conditions 
Showing willingness to take responsi¬ 
bility 
Showing proper respect toward adults 
Developing loyalty 
Being prompt in meeting appointments 
Becoming aware of civic responsibility 
Showing courtesy 
Entertaining self 
Participating in home duties - cooper¬ 
ating 
Being unselfish - sharing 
Returning home at stipulated times 
Developing social judgement 
Exhibiting good personal habits 
Creating a happy disposition 
Completing a task 
Being prompt for meals 
Respecting the property of others 
Budgeting time successfully 
Anticipating own needs 
Taking care of personal belongings 
Using money intelligently 
Falling In with family plans 
Continuing interests found at camp 
Showing consideration oi animals ano. 
pe ts 
Respecting parents 
Showing consideration for servants or 
people in subordinate positions 
Being truthful 
Aiding spiritual development 
Concentrating better 
41 73.2 
41 73.2 
40 71.4 
40 71.4 
40 71.4 
39 69.6 
39 69.6 
38 67.3 
33 67.3 
36 64.2 
36 64.2 
35 62.5 
34 60.7 
33 53.9 
33 58.9 
33 53.9 
32 57.1 
32 57.1 
32 57.1 
32 57.1 
31 55.3 
31 50.3 
30 53.5 
30 53.5 
30 53.5 
30 53.5 
29 51.7 
28 50.0 
.28 50.0 
23 50.0 
28 50.0 
28 50.0 
28 50.0 
27 43.2 
27 48.2 
26 46.4 
26 46.4 
24 42.8 
24 42.3 
22 39.2 
22 39.2 
CHART #8 - RANK OF ITEMS CHECKED FOR GIRLS AND 
BOYS IN MARKED AND SLIGHT DEGREE COLUMNS 
NUMBER 
OF 
CHECKS 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
3. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
Having congenial relations with chil¬ 
dren of own age - also brothers 
and sisters 
Developing good sportsmanship 
Developing poise 
Overcoming shyness 
Being able to take part in conversa¬ 
tion 
Developing leadership ability 
Improving in self-reliance 
Recognizing dangerous hazards - fire, 
water, height, roads 
Finding friends through new interests 
Appreciating nature 
Maintaining self-control 
Increasing range of interest 
Reacting favorably to unsatisfactory 
conditions 
Entertaining self 
Participating in home duties - Cooper¬ 
ating - Care of room, helping with 
dishes, chores 
Developing loyalty 
Taking care of personal belongings - 
bicycle, tennis racquet, etc. 
Showing proper respect toward adults 
Developing social judgement 
Showing courtesy 
Continuing interests found at camp 
Creating a happy disposition 
Being unselfish - sharing 
Showing willingness to take responsi¬ 
bility - returning library books, 
delivering messages, etc. 
Exhibiting good personal habits. 
Becoming aware of civic responsibility 
Anticipating own needs 
Showing consideration for animals and 
pets 
Being prompt in meeting appointments 
Completing a task 
Respecting the property of others 
Respecting parents 
Being prompt in appearing for meals 
Returning home at stipulated times 
Using money intelligently 
Falling in with family plans 
Showing consideration for servants or 
people in subordinate positions 
89 
88 
87 
84 
83 
80 
79 
76 
76 
73 
72 
72 
71 
70 
68 
67 
66 
66 
66 
66 
66 
65 
65 
62 
62 
60 
58 
58 
57 
55 
54 
54 
53 
52 
52 
52 
51 
PERCENT OF 
QUESTION¬ 
NAIRES 
CHECKED 
75.4 
74.5 
73.7 
71.1 
70.3 
67.7 
67.1 
64.4 
64.4 
61.8 
61.0 
61.0 
60.1 
59.3 
57.6 
56.7 
55.9 
55.9 
55.9 
55.9 
55.9 
55.0 
55.0 
52.5 
52.5 
50.8 
49.0 
49.0 
48.2 
46.6 
45.7 
45.7 
44.9 
44.0 
44.0 
44.0 
43.2 
CHART #8 - RANK OF ITEMS CHECKED FOR GIRLS AND 
BOYS IN MARKED AND SLIGHT DEGREE COLUMNS 
(continued) 
PERCENT OF 
NUMBER QUESTION¬ 
OF NAIRES 
CHECKS CHECKED 
38. Budgeting time successfully 49 41.5 
39. Aiding spiritual development 48 40.6 
40. Being truthful 48 40.6 
41. Concentrating better 48 40.6 
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The first item on ths girls’ rank chart, ”Having con¬ 
genial relations with children of own age”, has 49 checks 
showing 79$ and the last item, tf Budge ting time successfully”, 
has 22 checks showing 35.4$ of the questionnaires were marked 
against this item. The difference between the first item in 
number of checks and percent from that of the last item is 
27 checks and 43.S$. 
The first item of the boys’ rank chart, ”Developing 
good sportsmanship”, has 41 checks showing 73.2/o and the last 
item, Concentrating better”, has 22 checks showing 39.2$ of 
the questionnaires were marked against this item. The dif¬ 
ference between the first item in nunroer of checks and per¬ 
cent from that of the last item is 19 checks and 34$. 
The girl’s questionnaire contained 41 items, and 62 ques¬ 
tionnaires were received for them. Of the 2543 items, their 
parents checked 1367, making 53.7$ of all items receiving a 
favorable report. 
The boy’s questionnaire contained the same 41 items and 
56 questionnaires were received for them. Of these 2296 items, 
their parents checked 1301 or 56.6$. 
Taken together, 1367 items were checked by the 62 girls’ 
parents and 1301 items were checked by 56 boys’ parents. On 
the entire 118 questionnaires, there was a total of 4c3o items 
of which 2668 were checked making an average of 55.1$ of the 
items checked per questionnaire. 
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The items in the Hank Chart for girls is fairly consis¬ 
tent with those in the rank chart for the hoys. Most of 
these items are within ten places of each other. The fol¬ 
lowing ten items however, show a greater variation than ten 
places in rank: 
"Continuing interests found at camp” 
ranked 9th on girls’ list 
ranked 35th on boys’ list 
difference 26 places 
11 Taking care of personal belongings” 
ranked 10th on girls’ list 
ranked 32nd on boys’ list 
difference 22 places 
"Recognizing dangerous hazards” 
ranked 14th on girls’ list 
ranked 3rd on boys’ list 
difference 11 places 
"Appreciating nature” 
ranked 24th on girls’ list 
ranked 2nd on boys’ list 
difference 22 places 
"Showing consideration of animals and pets” 
ranked 25th on girls’ list 
ranked 36th on boys’ list 
difference 11 places 
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"Showing willingness to take responsibility” 
ranked 27th on girls1 list 
ranked 14th on boys’ list 
difference 13 places 
".Becoming aware of civic responsibility” 
ranked 28th on girls' list 
ranked 13th on boys’ list 
difference 10 places 
"Being prompt in meeting appointments" 
ranked 36th on girls' list 
ranked 18th on boys' list 
difference 19 places 
"Returning home at stipulated times" 
ranked 40th on girls’ list 
ranked 23rd on boys’ list 
difference 17 places 
"Budgeting time successfully" 
ranked 41st on girls’ list 
ranked 30th on boys’ list 
difference 11 places 
In the rank list of the grand totals of boys and girls 
the Social Relationship and the Emotional Stability groups 
are each represented four times among the first ten items. 
In the last ten items, the Reliability; group is repre¬ 
sented five times. 
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BOYS 
GIRLS 
GRAPH SHOWING A COMPARISON IN THE PERCENT OF TIMES WHICH ITEMS CHART IO 
WERE CHECKED ON GIRLS AND BOYS QUESTIONNAIRES " 
Comparison showing percent of times items were checked 
on the girls’ questionnaires with those checked on 
the boys’ questionnaires 
In thirty of the 41 items included in the questionnaire 
there was less than a 10/o variation in the number of checks 
placed in the girls’ columns and those placed in the boys’ 
columns. It is significant to note that of the eleven items 
that show an excess of 10% in variation, eight oi these were 
in the Reliability group and none in the Social Relationship 
group. The following are the eleven items arranged in de¬ 
creasing order in the amount of percental variation: - The 
percent given is the excess favoring the sex designated. 
Rank in 
order of 
the amount 
of variation Item 
1. "Appreciating nature" 
2. "Returning home at stipulated 
times" 
3. "Being prompt in meeting 
appointments" 
4. "Continuing interests found 
at camp" 
5. "Budgeting time successfully" 
6. "Recognizing dangerous hazards" 
(fire, v/ater, height, roads) 
7. "Showing willingness to take 
re sponsibility" (re turning 
library books, delivering 
messages, etc.) 
Sex favored 
with percent 
of excess 
Group in 
which the 
item occurs 
on que s- 
tionnaire 
Boys 21.6# Emotional 
Stability 
Boys 18.1# Reliability 
Boys 16.8# Reliability 
Girls 14.7# Constitution¬ 
al Nervous 
Stability 
Boys 14.6# Reliability 
Boys 13.4# Reliability 
Boys 12.2# Reliability 
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8. ’’Becoming aware of civic respon¬ 
sibility" 
9. "Using money intelligently1’ 
10. "Developing poise" 
11. ’’Taking care of personal be¬ 
longings" (bicycle, tennis 
racquet, etc.) 
Boys 12.0$ 
Boys 11.3$ 
Girls 11.2$ 
Reliability 
Reliability 
Emotional 
Stability 
Girls 11.1$ Reliability 
It would be presumptuous on my part to attempt to ex- 
plain why these items vary to the degree indicated. The pur¬ 
pose of this thesis is to point out the educational effects 
of camp experience according to the opinions of parents. The 
questionnaire was drawn up with this idea m mind. -eve-a- 
causes, however, may he advanced for the differences. First, 
perhaps the sex which appears at a disadvantage may not have 
needed the camp's assistance in the development of these 
traits; they may have been developed before they reached the 
camp age. Secondly, the parents may not have been able to 
judge successfully the development of their children along 
these lines. Finally, the sex favored may have a natural su¬ 
periority in acquiring or developing these traits through 
camp experience. 
It is my belief that in order to make a convincing in- 
terpretation of these items and figures, a more elaborate 
research method would be necessary. The information needed 
in addition to that requested in my questionnaire, would 
necessarily have to include the following: 
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1. Reasons why the parents sent their child to camp. 
2. Parental attitude toward camps. 
3. The child’s attitude toward camp. 
4. Type of school the child attended during the rest 
of the year. 
5. The camp director’s philosophy of camping. 
6. Which parent (father, mother, or both) was supply¬ 
ing the information. 
7. When the information was given in relation to the 
camp season. (Before, during or after the camp season and 
how long?) 
8. Whether the child needed development along the lines 
indicated in the questionnaire. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE GROUPING OF PARENTAL COMMENTS ON 
THE EDUCATIONAL EFFECTS OF CAMP EXPERIENCE 
Suggestions and Comments found on <ue3t i onnaire_s 
The following items were added by girls' parents to the 
questionnaire in the blank spaces provided for that purpose: 
"Quick and clear thinking" 
one parent checked in marked column 
"Refraining from loud speech" 
one parent checked in marked column 
"Developing a good spirit 
of honesty and service" 
one parent checked in marked column 
"Reading more of happenings 
going on in the world" not checked 
"Willingness to entertain 
guests" not checked 
Only one new item was added to the questionnaires hy 
parents of hoys - "Learning to take a ribbing without cry¬ 
ing" which was checked in the marked degree colna-. 
Comments of Parents 
That the opinions of parents toward the camp as an ed¬ 
ucational agent vary to meet the individual needs of their 
children is well brought out by the diversity of comments 
that accompanied the return of the questionnaires. 
In the families where the camper is an only child, the 
social relationship situation is entirely different from 
that where there are brothers and sisters. This would be 
equally true of a small family living in a neighborhood 
where there is a scarcity of desirable playmates or a lack 
of children with similar interests. 
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The following comments express the opinion tnat camp 
is a desirable experience for an only child: 
"My greatest argument in favor of camp life is the 
privilege an only child receives in mingling witn others. 
(Girl) 
’’Became a leader in school largely because of camp 
training* Greatly helped her as a mixer* greatly broad¬ 
ened by camp experience. Camp is a good experience ior an 
only child.” 
’’Good for an only child to work and play with many chil¬ 
dren. Many children would never know the woods if it were 
not for camp.” (Girl) 
This doctor’s letter suggests that in some homes cer¬ 
tain desirable influences may be lacking and camp can con¬ 
tribute experiences which are unattainable at nome• x ernaps 
too, in the cases of some boys who have reached an age when 
more masculine influence is desirable, the fathers, because 
of business conditions, are unable to furnisn the needed 
companionship. Again, there is the situation where the 
father may be available, but lacks sympathy and understand¬ 
ing of his boy’s needs. 
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A Letter from an M. D. who had a son at Gamp 
July 14th, 1938 
Dear Sir: 
I am returning your questionnaire. You will note 
that very few of the questions are answered. This is due to 
the fact that as far as my son is concerned, I do not be¬ 
lieve that his camp life has made any material difference or 
not enough to note. I believe that this boy’s attitude and 
behavior is influenced entirely by his home environment and 
training and that the changes noted are practically negli¬ 
gible, except possibly in #12 in RELIABILITY, #7 in SOCIAL 
RELATIONSHIPS, #1 and #10, particularly the latter, in EMO¬ 
TIONAL STABILITY and to some extent #8 in CONSTITUTIONAL NER¬ 
VOUS STABILITY. 
If I may be permitted to venture an opinion however, 
I am reasonably certain from my knowledge of children in a 
professional capacity, that there must be a definitely good 
result In children who go to camp but whose home environment 
is not conducive to the development of such traits as are 
characterized in your questionnaire. I do not necessarily 
mean that boys or girls come from poor homes but I feel that 
very often either by example, neglect or indifference on the 
part of the parents, the best traits are not brought out in 
youngsters and that the two months in camp does act as a 
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stabilizing influence. 
I believe that your survey is extremely intelligent and 
worthwhile. Wishing you success, I remain 
Very truly yours. 
There were a number of parents who voiced their appro¬ 
val of camp experience because it favorably aided their child 
along some particular line. Others did not confine their in¬ 
ference to any special item of the questionnaire, but wrote 
a blame check to the effect that in a general way, their chil¬ 
dren were helped in all the items. Tribute was paid by grate¬ 
ful parents to the counselors, who, by their example and in¬ 
telligent understanding of individual needs, left an imprint 
on the characters of their charges that would benefit these 
campers throughout life. The occasional celebrated guest at 
tne camp, who came in a social or professional capacity, was 
also mentioned as a contributing factor to the gratifying 
character growth of the child. The last comment of the fol¬ 
lowing group, which was written by a doctor, mentioned that 
he could not see where camp experience aided his two sons, 
but ended with a terse sentence that this same camp experi¬ 
ence has f,taught them how to get along with their fellows". 
I feel sure that any camp director would be justifiably proud 
to have such a statement made about his or her camp. 
The comments follow: 
"Her improvement in all things was largely due to her 
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contacts with superior older women who were the leaders at 
camp, I could never make her aware of nature before camp. 
She loves everything scenic now, especially the hills." 
"Her leadership ability was adjusted to a more accept¬ 
able form" 
"My daughter has shown marked improvement in overcoming 
fear of invisible forces as loneliness and mockery. Part of 
this development due to exceptional, intelligent and out¬ 
standing counselors in treating the child as an individual. 
It has done our daughter immeasurable good" 
"I tried for years to interest my boy in good music but 
with no success. One year at camp he took a particular lik¬ 
ing to a counselor, who was fond of classical music. This 
counselor would take my son to the Director’s cottage where 
records could be heard on the victrola. Because a big "he" 
man loved such music, it took away the stigma of "sissiness" 
which my boy had associated with a taste for better music. 
Since then my son has accompanied me willingly to many con¬ 
certs” 
"I find it difficult to answer some of these items for 
he has never been a difficult boy. He likes camp for the 
interests and friendliness and busy life that it provides." 
"Camp has done a great deal for this child. I approve 
most heartily of a fine camp" (Girl) 
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nMy daughter had vivid memories of Sunrise services 
and the "Church under the Maples". She has also oeen im¬ 
pressed by the "Personalities" who visited camp. 
"Camp helped to crystalize good tendencies he already 
possessed." 
"Camp did far more for these boys than we could ever do, 
one reason we started the younger boy earlier was for the 
character building angle. One camp had only adul u men - 
mostly college graduates as counselors. I cannot say e- 
nough for the value of experienced trained men as against 
camps which use undergraduate boys as counselors." 
"I found every desirable attitude made easier to fix 
because it had been popularized at camp. (Boy) 
"Our children are held to a strict routine at home and 
camp gives both the parents and the children a change. One 
of my boys has been a camper for nine years ana a counselor 
for two years. His camping experience has influenced his 
whole life and helped him to decide upon his life’s voca¬ 
tion. Because of the satisfaction he found working with 
boys he has decided to enter the teaching profession. In 
this he will also find time to continue his camp interests." 
"Both of my boys have been to camp for a number of 
years but my observations are worth nothing to you. The two 
boys are absolutely opposite as to character and habits and 
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I cannot see that camp has influenced either of them m any 
way. It has taught them how to get along with their fel¬ 
lows and how to do certain things• 
There is a sizable group of camper parents who question 
the educational effects of camp experience for various rea¬ 
sons. Not that they are antagonistic to the camp, but sreply 
they are not willing to accept fully the statements of the 
value of camp experience, as propounded by the exponents of 
camping. There are three divisions within this group, t-D-~ 
who believe their children had the interests, traits and at¬ 
titudes as set forth in the questionnaire before going to 
camp; those who feel that in addition to the camp, the borne 
and school must also be considered as positive influences 
in their children's educational development; and those who 
think that the appearance of increased educational capacity 
is largely due to natural growth characteristic of all nor- 
mal children. 
These comments should be carefully noted by camp direc¬ 
tors. There is a possibility that the camping interests are 
too extravagant in their claims as to the value of camp ex¬ 
perience. Perhaps some of their assertions need modifies- 
tion. 
The comments of this group are as follows: 
"X haven't checked many of these (Reliability) as my 
daughter happens naturally to be very reliable and I haven't 
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noticed even a slight improvement since she went to camp 
(6 years at camp) 
nAm afraid I am not much help as my child seems to have 
had many of these attributes etc. before camp years. (jirl) 
"The weak points in reliability have not shown up at 
camp, but definitely in her home - and camp has affected 
this transition very little. Two months would seem too 
short a time to overcome habits which are very strongly 
part- of one 1 s nature . 
These all, (meaning Social Relationship, ^notional Sta¬ 
bility, and Constitutional Nervous Stability items) however, 
have been natural to her before her camp experience. oo it 
is difficult to judge how much camp has affected these ten¬ 
dencies. X can say, however, that without camp, I doubt 
they would have been developed to such a marked degree." 
"I see no marked improvements in reliability, instead, 
a relaxing as being relieved of rules and regulations. These 
items (in the other three groups) checked I do not attribute 
entirely to camp but to the Progressive school which she at¬ 
tends. While my daughter has always been extremely happy 
at camp and chosen leader two successive years, X am convinced 
she would have been happy in other surroundings. Gamp has 
given her a variety of friends and developed her athletic 
ability.” 
"Some of these questions are hard to answer as we live 
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m New ^ork City and no child of 12 is allowed to go about 
freely alone. I have checked first four items under So¬ 
cial Relationships because our child has these qualities 
whether due to camp or not I cannot say." (Girl) 
many of the characteristics are outstanding in my chil¬ 
dren but it is rather difficult to tell whether they are due 
to home, school or camp influence." (Boy) 
It is very difficult to know whether improvement ivas 
made because of camp." (Boy) 
1 cannot say that all the improvements checked were due 
absolutely to camp influence. Partly to that and partly to 
a normal growing sense of responsibility all around and X 
hope some training at home. However, camp has helped consid¬ 
erably m developing social consciousness and more interest 
in others and particularly good■sportsmanship." (Girl) 
It is impossible to distinguish between the effect of 
camp life and the effect of natural growth during the ado¬ 
lescent period." (Boy) 
I feel that at 12 most of these habits have been 
forme a in most of the unchecked i m (*-1 4 uiioiiouneu items. [/ items were checked) 
(Girl) 
I find it a little hard to answer the questionnaire in¬ 
asmuch as I like to think that my son's personal habits were 
begun and fostered by his home training. Therefore, I think 
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vou will find this unsatisfactory for your purpose. I am 
enclosing however, a poem which he wrote at the end of his 
tiiird year at camp which seems to me to embody impressions 
from his camping experience that will remain with him through 
his life. This opportunity to come in contact with famous 
men who visited camp has also been very desirable.” 
x 
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Things That I Love 
These I have loved - 
The fragrant smell of fresh wood 
burning; 
The rustle of leaves on a wooded 
trail; 
The whispering breeze through an 
evergreen tree; 
The soft lap of rippling water on 
the smooth white beach; 
The sigh and roar of a violent wind; 
The harsh chatter of a red squirrel; 
The song of a tinkling stream; 
The roar of a giant waterfall; 
The taste of fresh bread pudding; 
And the motion of wind-blown ferns; 
The swaying roll of a sailboat in 
motion; 
The rattle and squeak of a block and 
tackle; 
The low-hanging mist on a mountain 
lake; 
The widening ripples from a smoothly 
dipped paddle; 
The glide of a graceful skater; 
And the sound of rain on a tight- 
stretched tent; 
The rhythm and time of an expert 
diver; 
The bank and turn of a swiftly flying 
airplane; 
The dripping spray from a boat’s 
pounding bow; 
The sizzle,and spat of bacon fat; 
The sound of distant thunder; 
The whirl and spin of a falling leaf; 
The clean, fresh smell of rain-washed 
air; 
The zip and crash of lightning; 
The whir of wind in bicycle spokes; 
The twang of a taut bowstring; 
The shine and glitter of darting foil 
blades; 
The rasping scrape as they meet - 
these i shall always love. 
Written by a Camper. 
I 
A Letter Received from a Mother of Two Girls 
September 21, 1938 
Dear Sir: 
I have read your questionnaire carefully in the 
genuine hope that I could answer it specifically and con¬ 
tribute significant data towards your thesis. I honestly 
cannot, however, because I am not able to isolate the at¬ 
tributes you have listed here with anything approaching 
scientific validity from the normal growth pattern of my 
daughters’ lives. 
Obviously, I regard the camp experience as a valuable 
one or I should not send my daughters there, but I cannot 
honestly say that an improvement in social relationships or 
personal responsibility is attributaole directly to the 
camp influence any more than I could relate it to the winter 
school term. 
There is certainly a steady, if slow, improvement in 
all the items you list, if it were not, tne child would oe 
fit subject for psychiatric care. Their improvement must 
inevitably follow the gradual widening of the girl’s en¬ 
vironment if she is maturing normally. It is also reason¬ 
able to say that the greater the need for personal adjust¬ 
ment - within the scope of the child’s maturity at any 
given time - the more flexible the child’s nature is likely 
to be and the easier the adjustment becomes. "Practice 
makes perfect", so to speak and undoubtedly the camp 
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situation presents a greater variety of situations than 
the more circumscribed home environment could produce. 
So does the winter school term, for that matter, and so 
does any extra-mural activity the child engages in. 
At least, I can be ’’positive” on the negative side. 
Summer camp has in no discernible way retarded the develop¬ 
ment of desirable attitudes. Whether or not it has accel¬ 
erated them I cannot tell because, as I said before, all 
these qualities should emerge anyway, as the child becomes 
more adult. 
Having had some experience, myself, in Educational 
Psychology, I am aware of the difficulties of making a 
scientific analysis of such intangibles as you are deal¬ 
ing with here. That is why, instead of giving you up as 
a bad job, I am sending you this very general opinion. I 
hope other people won’t fail you as completely in your 
statistical evidence - and I hope they’ll be as honest’. 
Of course, it is quite true that in certain cases it might 
be possible to pick out specific items where an improve¬ 
ment was undeniable, but those cases would oe extreme and 
rare. 
As for my own experience, I think camp has done my 
children good and best of all they e n 3o^ it. 
Good luck to you. 
Very truly yours, 
This parent’s comment strikes a note that is no count 
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familiar to most parents of campers including the writer. 
nThe first few weeks after camp closed we found a 
marked improvement in many items listed. As camp days 
faded into the background, old habits and interests super¬ 
seded new ones. In the middle of September we could have 
checked Q0% of the items.” (6 items checked) (Girl) 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Conclusions 
The objectives and benefits of the summer camp have 
been well covered in books, magazines and special articles 
Throughout the country, camp directors have organized inu^ 
groups in order to discuss and study the subject of making 
the camp more effective in the physical, social and emo¬ 
tional life of the camper. These directors are aware that 
the wishes of that most important person, the camper, must 
be considered when making and presenting their program. 
According to Professor W. I. Thomas, 11 the four elemental 
wishes that human beings manifest are for new experience, 
security, recognization, and response. instead oi think¬ 
ing in these terms, the camper wants fun through activity 
that will give him new adventure, recognization, and re¬ 
sponse. The primary interest of the camper is not to be¬ 
come educated but to have a pleasant summer doing things 
that afford him or her enjoyment and satisfaction. 
however, does not prevent him from receiving concomitant 
benefits along educational lines. The attraction mlgnu 
be a baseball game where his skill can oe prominently 
displayed, but that doesn’t exclude the possibility of 
strengthening in his mind sportsmanship and the value of 
team play. 
The mental image suggested by the word camper will 
differ in the minds of people. So also will the needs of 
11 Camping and Education, by Bernard S. Mason, page 2 
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campers differ to meet their own. individual needs. Camp 
directors differ too. They may agree in principle and ob¬ 
jective but vary in the methods used to attain common ends. 
This is a desirable condition, for it makes different kinds 
of camps available to which parents may send their children. 
Another factor to be considered is the parents. Here 
again there is a great variation in the reasons why they 
send their children to camp. A number of these reasons ac¬ 
cording to a study reported by Dimock and Hendry^ are; 
1. The desire to be free from parental responsibil¬ 
ity for the summer. 
2. The development or maintenance of habits of good 
etiquette, tidiness, and politeness. (Also 
punctuality) 
3. To emphasize obedience and discipline. 
4. To secure physical development and the improve¬ 
ment in health and posture. 
5. To increase proficiency in the various camp skills. 
6. To develop more courage and daring. 
7. For socializing effect. To get the boy away from 
house-keepers, maids, nagging parents; to over¬ 
come shyness; to learn to play and be reserved; 
to mix freely with strangers; to develop poise, 
intellectual independence, and resourcefulness. 
3. For the character development and to develop lead¬ 
ership ability by assuming responsibilities. 
9. For comprehensive purposes - one or a combination 
of many of the first eight. 
^Camping and Character, Dimock and Hendry, pages 20-24 
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This list may be appended to also include: 
1. For a happy vacation and to counteract the ten¬ 
sion which is present in the child’s life 
during the rest of the year. 
2. Because it is the social thing to do. 
3. Because it is cheaper and more desirable than hav¬ 
ing them frequent a country club all summer. 
It is evident that three variable factors enter into 
the selection of a camp. The needs of the camper, in addi¬ 
tion to his desire for fun, the type of camp developed in 
accordance with the director’s interpretation of camping, 
and the parents’ attitude towards camping and their reasons 
.for sending their child to camp. 
In most cases, the parents are the ones who determine 
the needs of their child and make the camp selection. Their 
choice of camps will largely be determined by their ability 
to make an intelligent evaluation of such needs. Their at¬ 
titudes toward camp are also important. Some parents may 
expect the camp to work miracles and do much in a short 
time. Other parents will realize that the process of mould¬ 
ing character takes time, infinite patience and utmost skill, 
and are grateful for even but slight improvement. There is 
another group of parents who favor the idea of camp but who 
think development in educational traits are incidental but 
not directly attributable to camp experience. 
In the following case, the parents sent their child to 
camp to get certain beneficial results. Certain beneficial 
results were received, but not the ones for which he was 
sent to camp. 
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"Frankly our 5 years experience with a boy’s camp had 
been a failure in view of questions listed. Our son’s 
early training brought out many of the qualities listed in 
the various groups such as promptness, observance of law, 
respect of adults, showing consideration of servants, etc. 
and camp did not materially affect these one way or an¬ 
other . 
The camp he attended was primarily a ’’vacation" camp, 
very little routine or serious discipline, and as we look 
back on the years at camp, the value of the training is 
questionable - as regards many of the items listed. 
He developed a love of the outdoors and its related 
sports that may serve him In later years and the tneory of 
this particular camp is just that - a freedom from tne so- 
called routine of the school year. 
His accomplishments as a direct result of camp are pro¬ 
ficiencies in various forms of woods craft, fishing ana the 
making of fishing equipment, the use of firearms, boating 
and swimming. 
We have found an extreme loyalty for the camp after 
the first year, consequently inability on our part to change 
to a camp with more routine and discipline wnen we con¬ 
sidered it might be better. 
The parental attitude is expressed wnen they question 
the value of the training received, yet the admission is 
also made that the camp very successfully carried out its 
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prof essed aims of being a vacation camp* x.. ii- letter \i!3.s 
included to show the importance attached to the selection 
of camps. The camp referred to in the letter would be an 
ideal selection for the studious child with excellent so¬ 
cial equipment but who needs the outdoor and. recreational 
interests to make the equipment complete. 1 do not con¬ 
sider this camp a failure; in fact to me it is a huge suc¬ 
cess, for it fulfilled its objectives. Fortunately, there 
are different types of camps ranging from the progressive 
camp with its freedom of choice to the conventional rou¬ 
tine camp with its set program. ft is very desirable that 
camps do not become typed or regimented. Equally so, it 
would be unfortunate if all camps had progressive programs. 
Because of the diversity of needs inherent in campers, a._l 
camps should not be expected to accomplish the same ends 
in the same way. There is a need for camps to be organ¬ 
ized so that they will be able to help specific types of 
campers. Edith W. Conant writes, 10,1 The best campers we 
have ever had and those who profited more enduring!- from 
what was offered, came from homes or from groups where 
camping was understood and honored for what it really is. 
the culminating point of a winter’s work well done,-" 
"A child who goes to a camp where progressive educational 
methods are used, should go to the same sort of a school 
in the winter. Or, if he is used to a more formal type 
10Summer camp goes into winter quarters, Eaitn i. sonant, 
The Camping Magazine, October 1038. 
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of curriculum, it is hard to expect him to get much from 
a comparatively free program in the summer and vice versa*1. 
Specific Summary 
The conclusions reached in this study are based on the 
frequency with which the items of the questionnaires were 
checked by the parents (22.6 of the 4i items checked on the 
average questionnaire); the closeness with which the girls1 
records approximated those of the boys; the dominance of the 
items checked in the marked degree columns over those checked 
in the slight degree columns (6l.5$to 3$.5$ respectively); 
and the comments sent in by the parents, the majority of which 
were enthusiastic endorsements of camping, although there were 
some that were critical but not unfriendly. 
As evidenced by the data accumulated camp experience has 
a definite educational value; that it has a decided influence a 
the development of those traits, interests, and abilities that 
are so essential to the creation of happy, trustworthy, and 
efficient citizens for this changing world; that both boys* and 
girls' camps axe influencing their campers along identical line 
to practically the same degree; and that the camp directors 
are justified in their assertions that the summer camp is a 
valuable educational institution as well as a desirable 
recreational agent. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE C OMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE 
Department of Education 
Professor Winthrop S. Welles 
An attempt is being made to find out from parents what 
improvement in the attitudes and behavior of their children 
they believe traceable to camp influences. The results are 
to be tabulated and incorporated into a thesis, "The Educa¬ 
tional Effect of Camp Experience”, by Ralph A. Stout, a 
teacher at Technical High School, Springfield, Massachusetts, 
who is enrolled in the Graduate Department of Education of 
Massachusetts State College. 
Parents may be assured that this is strictly an educa¬ 
tional project with no commercial connection whatever, and 
that no subsequent solicitations of any nature will be made. 
A suggested list of items follow. Will you please 
check In the proper column only the items which may have 
been improved or aided In the development of your child? 
Blank lines have been left under each heading on which you 
may include any other items you think should be considered. 
Will you also indicate the three items of the entire list 
you consider of the greatest importance, in order of rank 
1, 2, 3? 
RELIABILITY DEGREE 
Slight Marked 
1. Being prompt in appearing for meals 
2. Being prompt in meeting appointments 
3. Taking care of personal belongings 
(bicycle, tennis racquet, etc.) 
4. Returning home at stipulated times 
5. Using money intelligently 
6. Respecting the property of others 
(brother’s, sister’s, parent’s 
neighbor’s, outsider’s, public’s) 
7. Falling in with family plans 
(time of meals, picnics, trips) 
8. Participating in home duties - Co¬ 
operating (care of room, helping 
with dishes, chores) 
9. Showing willingness to take responsi¬ 
bility (returning library books, de¬ 
livering messages, mailing letters, 
answering telephone) _ _ 
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RELIABILITY (continued.) 
10. Budgeting time successfully 
11. Becoming aware of civic responsi¬ 
bility (observance of law) 
12. Recognizing dangerous hazards 
(fire, water, height, roads) 
13. 
14. 
DEGREE 
Slight Marked 
SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
1. Having congenial relations with 
children of own age - Also 
brothers and sisters) 
2. Showing proper respect toward adults 
3. Showing consideration for servants 
and people in subordinate posi¬ 
tions 
4. Respecting parents 
5. Being able to take part in conver¬ 
sation 
6. Developing social judgement 
7. Developing leadership ability 
8. Finding friends through new interests 
9. Exhibiting good personal habits 
(cleanliness, teeth, appearance, 
care of clothes) 
10. 
11. 
EMOTIONAL STABILITY 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Developing good sportsmanship 
Overcoming shyness 
Maintaining self control 
Being unselfish-sharing 
Developing poise 
Creating a happy disposition 
Showing courtesy 
Developing loyalty 
Aiding Spiritual development 
Appreciating nature 
Being truthful 
Reacting favorably to unsatisfactory 
conditions 
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CONSTITUTIONAL NERVOUS STABILITY 
1. Completing a task 
2. Entertaining self 
3. Continuing interests found at camp 
4. Anticipating own needs 
5. Showing consideration of animals 
and pets 
6. Increasing range of interest 
7. Concentrating better 
8. Improving in self reliance 
9. 
10. 
DEGREE 
Slight Marked 
Please return to 
Mr. Ralph A. Stout, 
211 Hopkins Place, 
Longmeadow, Mass. 
CAMPER BOY_GIRL 
AGE_ 
YEARS AT CAMP 
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APPENDIX 3 
A bibliography on the Educational Aspects of Camping 
received from the American Camping Association, Inc. 
Blatz, William E. 
Blumenthal, Louis E. 
Bode, Boyd H. 
Bode, Boyd E. 
Busch, Henry M. 
'HPhft Carrie Program and the Individ- 
_ — -***-- ■ ■ 1 _ . /—O _ J T J I' 
ual Heeds of the Jnild X i’IGtyU.b ~ _ T c; 
The Camping Magazine, hay, 19ob. 
Group Work in damping; 
-UevfTork Association Press, 1937. 
The Concept of Ueeds.in £uupati£n 
Progressive Education, January, 
1938. 
*Education As Growth; Some Gonfes 
"s ions 
Progressive Education, March, 19o^ 
Tine Challenge of 
-—■ — ■“— _ 2 TUT ^ r~c rr * VO & h 
1. • “i “\ ^ cz. 
Bimock and Hendry Camping and characjter Association Press, 1989. 
Educational policies 
Commission, Washington, 
D. C. 
he Unique Function of Education in 
American Democracy . , . 
The National Education Associatio. 
Hamilton, A. E. 
Hanson, Raymond 0. 
Personality Guidance in Gamp” 
Camping World, Hay, 1956. 
"Character Development Through Cam£- 
~t~—vr:—~~ 
^^The Camping Magazine, April, 192 
Joy, Barbara Ellen 
"Newer Tendencies in Gamping Educa 
•^Journal of Health and Physical 
Education, May 1930. 
Kilpatrick, William E. 
Levy, Marshall H. 
11 True and False Education-me ^aiiiP 
vsT~ The”School” . 
The Camping Magazine, June, 
"The Ann Arbor Boy Guidance £B.°je.?-L 
^demonstration in Camp-Community 
Tntegration11 
—Character Education in The Sunrnie 
Camp, Association Press, 1936. 
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Lieberman, Joshua 
Lieberrnan, Joshua 
Lieberman, Joshua 
Creative Camping 
Association Press, 1931. 
"When is a Camp Progressive?" 
Progressive Education, May, 
"Home From Camp" 
Child Study, October, 1937. 
Mason, Bernard S. 
Meyering, Harry A. 
Nash, Jay B. 
Nash, Jay B. 
Nash, Jay B. 
Camping and Education 
The^McCall Company, 193G. 
"Behavior Problems Encountereci in 
A Camping Situation 
Mental Hygiene, October, 193/. 
"Education And The Camp11 
The Camping Magazine, December, 
1931. 
"Concerning Camp—Some rhi1osophi- 
cal Pointers" 
"The Camping Magazine, February, 
1938. 
"Camp’s Unique Contribution to the 
Philosophy of Living 
The Guardian, May, 1938. 
Osborne, Ernest 
Paterson, Donald G. 
Camping and Guidance 
The Association Press, 1937. 
"The Genesis of Modern Guidance 
The Educational Record, January, 
1933. 
Ready, Marie M. The Camp in Higher Education 
-OffTce”~of Education, Pamphlet Ho. 
1 Washington, D. C., U. S. Gov¬ 
ernment Printing Office, 1930. 
Ready, Marie M. "Camping and Education" The "Canping Magazine, February, 
1936. 
Report of the Committee 
of the New York Section 
of the American Camping 
Association 
"The Place of The Organized Camp in 
tEe Field of Education"-' 
Camp Directors’ Association Na¬ 
tional Convention, March, 1929. 
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Ross, Helen 
Ross, Helen 
Sharp, Lloyd Burgess 
Sharp, Lloyd Burgess 
Sharp, Lloyd Burgess 
"How The Gamp Can Heljo The School 
-"Tr^?Fe7nve“ucation, December, 
1937. 
"What Can The Camp CQntrlbut| to The,, 
Rational Development of^ The 
—The Camping Magazine, March, 1938. 
Education and The Summer Camp; An 
Experiment .. , 
-Doctor1^ Dissertation, 1929. # 
Teachers College, Columbia Jm- 
versity, New York City. vk°n 
tributions to Education, ro.^90) 
"The Relationship of Public ^eools 
to Camping of the Future_ _ 
The Camping Magazine, February, 
1934. 
’The Public School Camp" 
_  .  ™ — — R «P   y-w 
———r 1 1 ^ _ 
run ^ ^ t > *~\ wi ">n “i i (v 
»_-u T 
Slavson, S. R. 
Sneddon, David 
Thom, Douglas A. 
Vredevoogd, Lawrence E. 
Creative Group Educa uj- -;j-- 
"Learnings and Other Growths Through 
C amping n o^^ 
The Camping Magazine, March, 
"Camping As A Socializing^Experience" 
—TheCamping Magazine, May, 1^3o. 
"Adding A Camp To The Curriculum” 
—Curriculum Journal, February, 1^3i 
Ward, C. E. 
Organized Camping and Progressive, 
Education _ „ 
-Nashville, Tennessee; Informal 
Education Service, 1935. 
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